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About This Software

A vector field is a uniform grid of vectors that can be used to influence the motion of particles. Basically, each point on a 3D
grid imparts a force on nearby particles. Vector fields can be used to make super cool particle effects, but the fields aren't easy
to make themselves: typically fields are painstakingly authored by some arcane process in 3D software or by a generator script.

Painting them in VR is much more intuitive. Vector Field Painter lets you do that, and is also usable with keyboard and mouse if
you don't have VR gear.

This tool lets you paint and visualise 3D vector fields in real-time, inspect the results from all directions, and save them out to
.FGA format for use in other software, or your own games. You can also import your own existing vector fields, modify them in
the tool and save them out again. This could save you a lot of time if you're already making use of vector fields, or make them

more accessible to you if you aren't yet.

This tool is made in Unreal Engine 4 and includes its UE4 project files and code, so you can make your own modifications to
the tool, or, if you're working on a UE4 project yourself, you can import the entire tool into your project and paint vector fields

in your own environments, onto and around your own objects.

The tool is reliably performant editing vector fields up to a resolution of 16x16x16 (4096 grid points); performance creating
vector fields at higher resolutions depends on your hardware and whether you're using VR mode. Default options go up to

64x64x64 (262,144 grid points); the UE4 project files can be modified to allow higher resolutions.
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so horrible its not even worth being available at chucky cheese as a arcade. can anybody help i purchased the spitfire and oban
airport yhey say its in my library but its not, tried help but i cant access it how else can i contact them. A simple turn-based
strategy game. Very addictive. Great fun.. it's playable now, and it looks like it could be good in the future. Total ripp off, will
definately be seeking a refund!. This game is phoenominal for singleplayer and multiplayer. The combat is fun and simple,
while the controls are easy to learn. The simplicity of it coupled with the replayability is astounding. You should deffinatly pick
this up, especially while it is on sale for $.99.
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I bought this on sale, reminiscing about owning the game on the xbox back in the day. However, this PC version is different, as
it's a point and click adventure of the Finding Nemo story. It only took me a bit over an hour to play through the story, because
even though you do follow the separate adventures of both Marlin and Nemo, it is an abridged re-telling of the story (I
personally am thankful that they kept the shark scenes). The game also includes short clips from the film, which is pretty cool.
A good game if you liked the movie or are looking for something chilled out to play.. Game not optimised :/. Quite a fun little
game made of clay. Its an isometric RPG style game where you squash bugs and cactus that shoot at you and all sorts of stuff.
There's quests and lots of character upgrades, there's a decent amount of stuff to do, it took me 8 hours to beat it but there was
still a lot in the game I hadn't done so its definitely worth the money. There are some issues though like enemies doing way too
much damage, certain items that are hard to obtain, lot of issues due to the game being isometric like walking into objects by
accident, bullets missing enemies and not being able to hit enemies despite being very close to them. Would be good if there
were a way to dodge or attack while moving since you cannot which is a shame. Lot of annoying little issues like that but if you
can get past them its a fun and funny little game. Definitely worth a try at the very least. 8/10. I go into most games expecting to
be either disappointed or to come out with a negative experience from playing the game. I've been playing games long enough to
grasp the reality that very few games are worth playing. Those that are worth playing, however, make all the turds worth
wallowing through. When I saw that I got a game called "Small Radios Big Televisions" in a Humble Bundle, I rolled my eyes,
installing it and figuring I'd play it for perhaps fifteen minutes then give it a negative review, because the title sounded dumb
and I hadn't heard of it.

Within seconds of starting, I was hooked on the game. The music is some lovely and powerful synth stuff, with graphics that
range between simple to pretty good, and the "simple" graphics are deliberately so, for very good plot reason. Yes, the game
does have a story, and it's a bit interesting, but I wouldn't recommend focusing on it, if only because the ending is rather
confusing (it was to me, at least).

Small Radios Big Televisions' gameplay consists of seeing a large factory from a distance with doors to its interior, going inside
said doors, solving fairly simple puzzles, finding tapes with hidden green gems you use to unlock doors in the factory, finding
routes outside the factory to new sides so you can rotate to different entry points, and once visiting all the sides of a factory, that
factory is complete, and you go to a brief story/dialog thing in between levels.

There are a total of five levels, and I enjoyed all of them. Check the vents on the first four factories if you want to find hidden
lenses which you can use in the story/dialog things between levels to get an achievement. If there is an impact on the ending, I
do not know. New puzzles are introduced in each factory, but none of them are stupidly difficult.

I only have two complaints. One: the game has some mouse sensitivity issues when trying to move big metal arms with a gear on
the end to line up perfectly and hold it there, because the motion either sends the arm flying past where I'm trying to hold it, or
it doesn't quite reach. And two: the game has a map but it was useless for me, as I couldn't make sense of it, and finding my way
around was fairly hopeless since everything is shown from a flat/2D view of walls in rooms. Luckily, you move so quickly from
room to room, that it doesn't take too long to get where you need to go from randomly clicking until you find the room you're
looking for again.

I would say that the ending being confusing was a complaint, as it normally would be from me, but I wasn't put out by it at all.
It's certainly a sensory delight from music and visuals, and is far longer than most games' endings. Also, it wasn't the end of a
60-ish hour game that concluded a trilogy of 60-ish hour games or anything, so the ending wasn't something I was on the edge of
my seat to witness.

This game only takes about 2 or 3 hours to complete, I found it to be fun, colorful, it sounded great, I liked its look, and even if
the story didn't feel to me like it had a lot of closure, it was a nice addition to the game. I am very glad that I gave this game a
try, and the developers should be proud of what they've made here.. You like tower defense games, 16 bit graphics and to much
upgrade options?
Like a challenge and playing the same round over and over and not learn from your mistakes?*

Then you should buy it :)

+Tesla towers
+Tesla towers
+Frustration that they don't handle well with shields
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+Tesla towers

-Might consume to much time
-Gave my a fetish about Tesla towers

Buy this briljant piece of game, unless you dislike Tesla Towers and get frustrated quickly :)

10\/10

*(maybe a good idea to turn broadcasting off so people don't laught at you ::) )
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